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Alex Goldberg and Healy Jones run a site called FinvsFin.com, which focuses on 
reviews and comparisons of direct to consumer brands. They earn money as an affiliate 
– basically commissions on sales that are referred through the site. 
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FinvsFin is an example of what I’ll call the modern comparison shopping site – helping 
readers make decisions and getting paid for it. And since comparison shopping was my 
original side hustle over a decade ago, this was especially fun to dive into. 

In this episode, Alex and Healy explains how they prioritize and create their content. 
What they’re doing to market the site and drive traffic, and how you can borrow some of 
their same strategies in your own niche. 

Where'd the Idea / Concept for the Site Come From? 

Alex started off by saying he and Healy started their site with the goal of some passive 
income to supplement their day jobs. The initial goal was to make an extra $5k or so a 
year. 

Fast forward to today, they’ve been bringing in $17-$20k per month!  

It’s all been possible through finding opportunities with new brands and great content. 
When I asked Alex how they got started, he told me, “The first one [article] that got 
traction was between men’s wellness brands like, Roman, and Keeps, and Hims.” 

All household names today, but at the time these brands were pretty much unheard of 
at the time. They were all primarily selling hair loss-related products, they’ve now 
expanded their product ranges quite a bit. 

Alex said it was because both he and Healy were starting to lose their hair that a 
comparison of these brands drew their attention. Plus, they said their products actually 
work, and FDA approved, and they wanted a platform to talk about them. 

How Are You Coming up with Content Ideas? 

One of the things Healy does for his day job is to track venture capital investments. He’s 
subscribed to newsletters like CB Insights and PE Hub and receives daily emails 
detailing companies raising funding. 

If he spots any companies that look interesting, he’ll add them to a Slack channel for 
new ideas he shares with Alex. 

By interesting, Healy said, “What we’re looking for is a direct consumer brand that’s in a 
space that looks like it’s pretty big and feels like a space that can monetize pretty well.” 

These are the companies and their products they are most likely to write about. Getting 
in early gives Alex and Healy the chance to be one of the first sites to write about their 
products in detail. 

https://www.cbinsights.com/
https://www.pehub.com/


When these companies secure funding and start to spend money on advertising and 
brand awareness. FinvsFin is going to be one of the first sites people find when looking 
for reviews and information. 

Do You Try Every Product You're Reviewing? 

In some cases, Alex and Healy have tried the products they’re reviewing. But for the 
most part, it’s just not possible. Especially when they’re writing about female products. 

“Our strategy is to offer a more objective view of the products,” Alex told me. 

Their strategy is to hire writers that fit the demographic for the products they’re 
reviewing. Then have them aggregate all the information that’s available online to help a 
consumer make the right choice for them. 

It’s a strategy that’s obviously working really well. Alex said they’ve not had any 
pushback, and generally people appreciate this approach. 

How Are You Structuring Your Content? 

Alex and Healy use a lot of structured data tables. They allow them to compare 
information across several brands and make it easy for consumers to see how they 
stack up against one another. 

For example, if they’re reviewing a type of medicine, they know shoppers are interested 
in the side effects. So, they will pull the side effects information for each medicine, and 
put it in a table so it’s easy for consumers to digest. 

The other benefit is SEO. “Google just sucks up structured data,” Healy said. 

They’ve been using structured data from when they started their site, and say it’s been 
one of the reasons why they’ve grown so fast organically. 

If you want to use similar tables for your content, Alex said there are some WordPress 
plugins you can use. They’ve built their tables using custom HTML and CSS, however. 
So, you won’t get exactly the same look - unless you’re good with code. 

An Example Article - Imperfect Produce 

If you want to see an example of how Alex finds a content idea and executes it, you can 
check out; Imperfect Produce vs Farm Fresh to You. 

Alex noticed the company Imperfect Produce raised $20 million in Series A funding and 
organic subscription boxes is something he’s interested in. He started recommending 
them to friends and family, and noticed people were also recommending them. 

https://finvsfin.com/imperfect-produce-vs-farm-fresh-to-you/


This validated that there was, or at least would be traction for the company in the future. 
He guessed people would compare them to Farm Fresh to You, so he wrote the post. 

If you check the search volume for the main keywords in Ahrefs, you’ll see there is zero 
search volume. Yet, Alex told me this post is already getting dozens of visits a day and 
the lifetime value of a subscription box sale can be pretty high. 

How Are You Forming Affiliate Relationships? 

Some of the brands they’re writing about on FinvsFin have affiliate programs, some 
don’t. 

Both Alex and Healy said it’s all about forming and developing relationships with the 
brands they want to work with. They usually do this through LinkedIn by looking up the 
marketing director for the startups they’ve found. 

They find that some companies have an affiliate program, it’s just not through one of the 
main marketplaces. It’s taken as long as 6 months to be accepted into some programs, 
so persistence has paid off. 

Sometimes, a company will create one when they see the traffic or sales numbers 
FinvsFin sends over to them. 

Either way, “As long as you’re polite about it, they’ll react and interact with you,” Alex 
told me. Once you’re in dialogue with a marketing representative for a company, you 
can align your goals with theirs to create a mutually beneficial relationship. 

At the end of the day affiliate programs benefit both parties. The brand being 
represented gets more sales and brand awareness, and the site driving the sales earns 
a commission. 

What's Your Content Production Look Like? 

Alex and Healy wrote the first 20-40 posts themselves. It wasn’t until they hit a 
comfortable monthly earning threshold that they felt comfortable paying writers to help 
product content. 

Healy said they experienced a “hockey stick moment” when their revenue jumped up 
from $10 a day to $100, to $500-$700 a day when they joined a few key programs. After 
a month or two of this revenue, they knew it was time to reinvest and started building a 
team of writers. 

They use a writing platform called nDash to find and manage their writers. Both of them 
admit it’s a bit “hit or miss” finding writers they want to continue working with, but say it’s 
worth the investment in the long run. 

https://www.ndash.co/


On the cost side, they’re paying anywhere between $100-$300 per article depending on 
how in-depth the article is. 

Are You Tweaking / Optimizing Posts? 

Alex and Healy have had a lot of success in updating and optimizing their content. After 
a post goes live, they’ll routinely check how the post is performing using their Google 
Search Console. 

Healy said he looks in the performance section by page level for pages that are getting 
a lot of impressions, but not many clicks. This usually means they’re ranking in positions 
6-12 for a lot of queries. 

“Those are kind of the magical positions where if you go and put that effort in and kick 
yourself a little bit, you get a big bang ROI,” Healy told me. 

To do this, they beef up their content by adding all those keywords Search Console is 
telling them they’re ranking outside for the top 5 for. This usually gives their content a 
bump in the rankings and will bring in more traffic. 

Working on Any Other Revenue Streams? 

Healy said they’ve looked into display ads and a couple of other monetization methods. 
But they’re happy with the way things have gone with the affiliate model and don’t see 
any other revenue streams being as profitable. 

One thing they’re actively working on is building an audience that cares about their 
brand. Currently, most of their traffic is organic visitors landing on their site due to a 
specific query, getting their answer and leaving. 

They’re trying to build an email list so they can use email marketing to bring traffic to 
their site this way. Social media is also on their radar, but they’ve found it difficult to get 
traction there so far. 

Healy puts this down to FinvsFin being such a broad site. He’s considering starting or 
buying sites that are more niche-focused. Such as a site in the cooking niche, or pets 
niche, and said he thinks it’s easier to do well with social media and email marketing 
with narrower focused sites. 

Are You Using Video? 

Healy said they’ve started adding video content to some of their posts. “Our small 
amount of data is indicating that both Google and people like that a lot,” Healy told me. 



He’s mostly doing walkthrough demonstrations of the buying process online using Loom 
to capture his screen. As well as showing box openings, talking through the pros and 
specifics of different products, etc. 

Are You Doing Any Proactive Link Building? 

Alex acknowledges it’s been a challenge getting high quality links. The link building 
tactics they’ve used to date, are: 

Contacting Brands - After reviewing a product they’ll reach out to the brand and try to 
get a social media mention or link back from their blog.  

HARO - Help A Reporter Out is a daily newsletter that journalists use to find sources for 
their articles. They respond to these requests when relevant and have built some links 
this way. 

Pillar Content - They’re building in-depth pillar posts with the goal of attracting links. 
They’ve seen some success doing this and plan to write more. 

Guest Posts - They intend to focus more on guest posts going forward when the 
opportunities arise. 

Are You Targeting Featured Snippets? 

Featured snippets or position zero as it’s also called is a hot topic in SEO right now.  

The guys have had some featured snippets, so they’re doing something right. Although 
Alex says they haven’t cracked the code on what’s working exactly. 

Healy likes to change bits of content around and try to win the snippets. He says he 
goes with whatever type of content currently has the snippet, such as a table, 
paragraph, list etc, and writes a better optimized bit of content. 

They also make sure to answer the exact question or query in an H2 or H3, and adds 
an image near the content tagged with the keyword. 

What's the Time Spent / Roles Look Like? 

As a partnership, Alex and Healy pick up different tasks in managing FinvsFin. Their 
general roles look like this: 

Healy - Finds new areas to invest time into, manages a lot of the finances, content, and 
on-page optimizations. 

Alex - Does due diligence on brands, manages writers, does copy editing, and creates 
tables. 

https://www.loom.com/
https://www.helpareporter.com/


It’s still a side hustle, both of them have day jobs. Healy tends to put in a full day a week 
when his schedule allows. While Alex does a few hours in the evenings and half a day 
on weekends. 

What’s Next? 

With the skills they’ve learned building FinvsFin they’re looking to start building a 
portfolio of sites. 

In fact, if anyone reading this is selling a site, they might be interested in buying it - try 
reaching out to them. 

Having far surpassed their initial goal of $5k a year passive income, they’re enjoying the 
ride. “At this point we’re just improving and it’s all just icing on the cake,” Alex told me. 

Alex’s #1 tip for Side Hustle Nation 

“Be extremely persistent.” 

Healy’s #1 tip for Side Hustle Nation 

“Work with a partner.” 

More Info: 

• https://www.sidehustlenation.com/367 
• https://finvsfin.com/ 

 
Until next time! 

-Nick 
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